What sets both you and the Audi Q5 apart: individuality.

The real strength of the Audi Q5 lies in its flexibility. The vehicle adapts to your every need. However, because we cannot tell exactly what you have in mind, we provide you with Audi Genuine Accessories so that you can customize your Audi Q5 to meet your own expectations.
We may not have reinvented the wheel, although given the numerous tests you might almost believe that we have.

This day-by-day use of Audi aluminium wheels subjects them to constant pressure. Extensive tests ensure that the wheels nevertheless fulfil the stringent quality requirements. The time-consuming production process also ensures high component strength, and the sophisticated multi-layer paintwork not only gives the vehicle its brilliant look but also provides effective protection against scratches.

Discover what other Audi Genuine extras are to special. You can also view our accessories. General terms and conditions apply on our mobile website.

Sport and design

Comfort and protection

Who says that shoes only play a role in the world of fashion? Our testers will pay attention to the different demands for quality of Audi Genuine Accessories – and, of course, your own.

Made-to-measure vehicle cover for outdoor use. Made from impregnated, two-layer, weatherproof polyester with Mosquito net. Provide protection against environmentally hostile influences such as scratches, dirt, dust, sunlight and rain. Incl. transport bag for easy storage. Washable.

Continuous stress testing procedure. The continuous stress testing procedure is necessary even for perfectly selected materials. Thanks to a testing process comprising approx. 50 testing procedures, the standards applied during testing are considerably more stringent than the statutory requirements. In addition, when purchasing summer tyres or when fitting winter tyres, Audi Genuine extras are able to ensure the usual Audi quality.

Audi Genuine extras

Speciality developed and adapted for each Audi model. This is why they are superior quality. For each Audi model, the necessary components are subject to continuous stress testing. Thanks to a testing process comprising approx. 50 testing procedures, the standards applied during testing are considerably more stringent than the statutory requirements. In addition, when purchasing summer tyres or when fitting winter tyres, Audi Genuine extras are able to ensure the usual Audi quality.

Accessories – and, of course, your own.
Sport and design

1 Valve caps
The four metal valve caps with embossed Audi logo provide better protection for the valve against dust, dirt and vandalism. Available in several sizes and at an extra charge.

2 Anti-theft wheel bolts
These bolts can be actuated using the special adapter provided in delivery, making theft less difficult.

3 LED for sunny area
For a bright interior. Depending on the variant, either the LED interior lights or LED lights specially produced for light度 are included as standard.

4 Upgrade kit for the LED interior lights
For replacing existing halogen interior lights with LED lights, suitable for components such as the lighting in the luggage compartment, the glare compartment and the dear interior. Available in a four-part set.
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Look good on any road.
Even when there aren't any roads.
The offroad style package emphasizes both the athleticism and the offroad performance of your Audi Q5. Fascinating accents give your Audi Q5 an even more robust and sporty look, making it almost too attractive to take off road.
Comfort and protection

With a pressure of 16 bar, the Espresso mobile delivers true espresso:

- **Espresso mobile**
  - **True espresso**: Delivered with a pressure of 16 bar.
  - **Features**:
    - ... lighter.

Sport and design

- **Front bumper**: Consisting of a bumper cover painted in the vehicle colour, a radiator grille with vertical chrome bars, a metallic stone grey painted and stainless steel side grill plate.
- **Stainless steel strips**: Painted in metallic stone grey. Reduces damage for angular front panel shipping.
- **Wheel arch extensions**: Painted in metallic stone grey. Enhances the distinctive exhaust styling and protects for long-term use.
- **Rear bumper**: The metallic stone grey painted rear apron emphasizes the dynamic rear section of the dual tailpipe and protects the rear underside of the vehicle with a stainless steel side plate.
- **Running boards**: Made from stainless steel. These products make it easier to load and unload items in the rear of the bumper, protect against the risk of slipping, load capacity of 200 kg each.
- **LED tail lights, clear glass**: Emphasizes design. Transparent cover also on the side black housing. Transparent tail light covers can also be mounted at any time. Long service life due to LED technology.
- **Front mud and pedal caps**: Stainless steel. Design and production at the same time. The front mud and pedal caps are made from brushed stainless steel. The rubber coating on the surface provides better grip. Available for automatic and manual gearboxes.

- **Door wind deflectors**
  - **Functionality**: The door wind deflectors for your Audi allow fresh air to enter the vehicle interior to be ventilated, thereby contributing to the comfort of the passengers. They can reflect and deflect direct sunlight, providing a cool, comfortable environment.
  - **Materials**: Made from high-quality, cast acrylic glass. Available as a two-part or three-part set for the side and rear windows. Easy to fit and stow away.
  - **Installation**: The deflectors are installed on the windows of the vehicle. They are made from high-quality acrylic glass and are available in two parts for the side and rear windows. They can be installed easily and stored when not in use.

- **Painted parts**:
  - **Rear apron**: Made from painted parts. The rear apron is designed to complement the vehicle’s design and provide a stylish finish.
  - **Stone grey painted**: The rear apron is painted in metallic stone grey, which complements the vehicle’s overall appearance.

- **Universal applications**: Suitable for numerous applications, either as a two-part or three-part set for the side and rear windows. Easy to fit and stow away.

- **Reference**

- **Technical specifications**
  - **Sheet Description**
    - **FB 001**: Widerdruck1
    - **Sheet Size**: 88.0 * 63.0 cm

- **Software**
  - **Art Warper 150dpi 1S**: Ansch_50
  - **Impose**: 150dpi 1S o A

- **Image Quality**
  - **iQIP**
  - **ECI/bvdm**
  - **ISO 12647-2 Gray Control Strip (L) • FOGRA39**

- **Additional features**
  - **Flexibility**: The deflectors are designed to be flexible and can be adjusted to fit various window sizes and shapes.
  - **Durability**: The deflectors are made from durable materials to withstand wear and tear.
  - **Design**: The deflectors are designed to complement the vehicle’s overall appearance and add a stylish finish.

- **Benefits**
  - **Comfort**: Fresh air is allowed to enter the vehicle interior, providing a cool, comfortable environment.
  - **Aesthetic appeal**: The deflectors enhance the vehicle’s overall appearance, adding a stylish and modern touch.
There is plenty of room in the Audi Q5. But some people just can’t get enough.
1. Audi baby seat

Easy to fit using the ISOFIX base (recommended). Can also be secured using the three-point belt. The baby seat is available from your Audi partner.

2. Luggage rack

For easy transportation of extra luggage on the roof. Lockable. The profile is made from anodized aluminum. New version. Maximum transportable load: 50 kg. Can easily be combined with the rear rack provided as standard for the Audi Q5.

3. Roof carrier bag

For secure transport of a center case and smaller roof rack modules. Made from durable material, with multiple loops and side pockets for supplementary items or small parts.

4. Trailer towing hitch

Mechanically rewinding trailer towing hitch. The ball hitch under the vehicle can be swivelled out for use and the trailer chain is secured by a chain and a ball holder, which is integrated into the ball hitch for easy access.

5. Rubbish bin

Tailored to match the design of the child seat. Rob the Gecko cuddly toy. Matches the child seat designs. For fun and games: the Audi plush steering wheel and misano red/black and titanium grey/black. The materials are available from your Audi partner.

6. 3 Luggage rack

For easy transportation of extra luggage on the roof. Lockable. The profile is made from anodized aluminum. New version. Maximum transportable load: 50 kg. Can easily be combined with the rear rack provided as standard for the Audi Q5.

7. Roof carrier bag

For secure transport of a center case and smaller roof rack modules. Made from durable material, with multiple loops and side pockets for supplementary items or small parts.

8. Trailer towing hitch

Mechanically rewinding trailer towing hitch. The ball hitch under the vehicle can be swivelled out for use and the trailer chain is secured by a chain and a ball holder, which is integrated into the ball hitch for easy access.

9. Rubbish bin

Tailored to match the design of the child seat. Rob the Gecko cuddly toy. Matches the child seat designs. For fun and games: the Audi plush steering wheel and misano red/black and titanium grey/black. The materials are available from your Audi partner.
Transport

1. Kayak rack
For single kayaks weighing up to 45 kg. Can be tilted for easy loading and unloading. The kayak rack and integration field can be secured separately, but only be used in conjunction with the roof rack provided as standard for the Audi Q5.

2. Ski and snowboard rack
It transports up to six pairs of skis or four snowboards easily. Removable ski bindings can be used in conjunction with the roof rack provided as standard for the Audi Q5.

Styling
A convenient way to transport your skis. The design with its premium design offers space for up to six pairs of skis or four snowboards and can be secured to the roof rack provided as standard for the Audi Q5. The integrated slots. The stable system enables it easy to carry the bag outside like a vehicle.

Whether it’s the Kalahari, the Arctic or Florida – our roof rack modules are suited to the climate.

Weather tests simulate the different climate zones to which Audi Q5 owners may travel, including desert-like conditions in South Africa and by red sandstone rock and round. Various road surfaces and weather conditions present large challenges for developers. Whether it is rainy, stormy or blazing humid. Audi uses special weather testing to load and adjust the luggage boxes. In addition to the standard roof rack module, the Audi Q5 can be fitted with a roof rack module that can be used in conjunction with the roof rack provided as standard for the Audi Q5.

Diverse global weather conditions are simulated as part of Audi’s testing process. The weather testing is also the basis for Audi’s testing of the roof rack module, which simulates extreme driving conditions and helps to provide stability and driving comfort. The module has been tested extensively in a wind tunnel, ensuring an optimised profile of aerodynamic drag to reduce wind noise. The Q5 is also equipped with integrated rollouts and fastening rings in the luggage compartment via the roof rack module. The desired shape and size of the luggage boxes.

The Audi Q5 returns are optimised for the Audi Q5 roof rack modules. The desired shape and size of the luggage boxes.
16137 Transport

3-4. Board and luggage boxes
A new design board featuring improved aerodynamics (skate in a flatter, sportier road contour. Available in Platinum Grey with a Brilliant Black side look or gloss Brilliant Black. As a universal mobile phone holder, the roof box can be empty or fully loaded and with a roof box handle the roof box can be

5. Carrying tent
Inflatable tent featuring an innovative and high-quality design with double windows on sections included in the tent bag, pump test page, export list and more separable usage. Steep frame with a fixed tension and structure to which layout and and an optimised layout. A water- welded connection between the vehicle and tent is established through an optimal bar for vehicle attachment. Get a free roof without a vehicle. Further information can be found at the table on the right page.

Max. load

Package dimensions (L x W x H)

Weight

Surface area

Wing resistance

Water volume

Max. permissible load

Max. number of skis

Max. number of snowboards

Max. length of skis

Max. length of snowboards

Surface area

Tent height

Wind resistance
Up to 100 km/h
Colour-coordinated traffic flow information is displayed in urban and rural roads. For more information, visit www.audi.com/transportsystems. A selection of a mobile phone in accordance with the Qi standard.

Quick-action securing system including torque limitation.

Max. permissible load

Max. number of skis

Max. number of snowboards

Max. length of skis

Universal mobile phone holder (plus)
For low-radiation telephony by connecting with the external aerial and to provide convenient storage of mobile phones in the universal mobile phone holder and automatically of a mobile phone in accordance with the Qi standard.
A communications professional who also knows where he is going.

The versatile means of communication in the Audi Q5 mean that you can take your favourite music along with you. And with the most up-to-date map data for your navigation system, you can master a new route in the blink of an eye.

1. iPad adapter
Adapter for Apple iPads, secured to the backrests of the rear seat, allows you to play music, watch movies, or use the iPad for phone calls, in full privacy. Designed for Apple-apple iPods, iPhones, and iPads, it protects your personal data and keeps your iPad safe. The adapter has a 3.5 mm jack for headphones, and it can be used with the original Apple headphones or your own.

2. Rear Seat Entertainment
The full-generation dual entertainment system offers a premium entertainment experience with resort-quality sound in the rear seat. It includes a large 15.1-inch touchscreen and all of the features of the progressive Audi design. It offers an adjustable stage for videos, photos, games, music, the Audi entertainment system, and more. The system is designed to be easy to use and offers a wide range of entertainment options. The system is also designed to be compatible with various other devices, such as smartphones and tablets.

3. Bluetooth®-kabel
The standard Audi entertainment system offers a wide range of entertainment options. It is designed to be easy to use and offers a wide range of entertainment options. The system is also designed to be compatible with various other devices, such as smartphones and tablets.

4. Audi music interface
This system makes it easy to integrate your music and audio devices into the vehicle architecture. It is designed to be easy to use and offers a wide range of entertainment options. The system is also designed to be compatible with various other devices, such as smartphones and tablets.

5. SD card reader
For playing your music or videos on a memory card, an SD card reader can be installed in the vehicle architecture. It is designed to be easy to use and offers a wide range of entertainment options. The system is also designed to be compatible with various other devices, such as smartphones and tablets.

6. Audi mobile interface
This system makes it easy to integrate your music and audio devices into the vehicle architecture. It is designed to be easy to use and offers a wide range of entertainment options. The system is also designed to be compatible with various other devices, such as smartphones and tablets.

7. Audi High-End Interface
This system makes it easy to integrate your music and audio devices into the vehicle architecture. It is designed to be easy to use and offers a wide range of entertainment options. The system is also designed to be compatible with various other devices, such as smartphones and tablets.

8. Audi music interface (optional)
This system makes it easy to integrate your music and audio devices into the vehicle architecture. It is designed to be easy to use and offers a wide range of entertainment options. The system is also designed to be compatible with various other devices, such as smartphones and tablets.

9. Apple CarPlay
For playing your music or videos on an Apple device, an Apple CarPlay system can be installed in the vehicle architecture. It is designed to be easy to use and offers a wide range of entertainment options. The system is also designed to be compatible with various other devices, such as smartphones and tablets.

10. Android Auto
For playing your music or videos on an Android device, an Android Auto system can be installed in the vehicle architecture. It is designed to be easy to use and offers a wide range of entertainment options. The system is also designed to be compatible with various other devices, such as smartphones and tablets.

11. Audi mobile interface (optional)
This system makes it easy to integrate your music and audio devices into the vehicle architecture. It is designed to be easy to use and offers a wide range of entertainment options. The system is also designed to be compatible with various other devices, such as smartphones and tablets.

12. Audi High-End Interface (optional)
This system makes it easy to integrate your music and audio devices into the vehicle architecture. It is designed to be easy to use and offers a wide range of entertainment options. The system is also designed to be compatible with various other devices, such as smartphones and tablets.

13. Audi music interface (optional)
This system makes it easy to integrate your music and audio devices into the vehicle architecture. It is designed to be easy to use and offers a wide range of entertainment options. The system is also designed to be compatible with various other devices, such as smartphones and tablets.

14. Apple CarPlay (optional)
For playing your music or videos on an Apple device, an Apple CarPlay system can be installed in the vehicle architecture. It is designed to be easy to use and offers a wide range of entertainment options. The system is also designed to be compatible with various other devices, such as smartphones and tablets.

15. Android Auto (optional)
For playing your music or videos on an Android device, an Android Auto system can be installed in the vehicle architecture. It is designed to be easy to use and offers a wide range of entertainment options. The system is also designed to be compatible with various other devices, such as smartphones and tablets.

16. Audi mobile interface (optional)
This system makes it easy to integrate your music and audio devices into the vehicle architecture. It is designed to be easy to use and offers a wide range of entertainment options. The system is also designed to be compatible with various other devices, such as smartphones and tablets.

17. Audi High-End Interface (optional)
This system makes it easy to integrate your music and audio devices into the vehicle architecture. It is designed to be easy to use and offers a wide range of entertainment options. The system is also designed to be compatible with various other devices, such as smartphones and tablets.

* Available as retrofit system from Audi Service Centers worldwide.

** For more detailed information, speak to your Audi partner.
Universal mobile phone holder (plus)

For low-radiation telephony by connecting with the external aerial and to vehicle's external aerial, without the need for wires. Compatibl...
Driving an Audi. Even before learning to walk.

Even if the little ones still have a few years before they are actually walking, audi child seats from Audi Genuine Accessories ensure that they have as much fun in the car as the adults.

1. Audi child seat
Can be used either in rear facing position. With adjustable headrest, integrated seat belt and adjustable headrest. Can only be used in conjunction with the ISOFIX base. Suitable for children weighing between 9 and 18 kg (approx. 1 to 4 years of age).

2. ISOFIX base for the Audi baby seat and Audi child seat
A rear seat $1 for the Audi baby seat and the Audi child seat. Can be installed and removed quickly. The adjustable support prevents lateral stability. Enhances the level of protection for the child. Note: The ISOFIX system must be used in conjunction with the ISOFIX base, but is mandatory for the child seat.

3. Audi child seat youngster plus
Offers a high level of comfort thanks to the intelligent seat adjustment. The height and width of the backrest are adjustable. Adjustments to the seat size can be made with ease using a warning panel, suitable for children weighing between 15 and 36 kg (approx. 4 to 12 years of age).

Chill seat umbrella
Supplements the comfort of the child seat and the interior of the vehicle. Car seats are protected against dirt and potential injuries made by the child seats. Includes two product storage pockets. Fully compatible with all audi child seats, even where the ISOFIX base is used.

Whether it’s the Kalahari, the Arctic or Florida – our roof rack modules are suited to the climate.

Weather potential imprints made by the child seats. Includes two carry the bag outside the vehicle.

Multiple tests, one Xenon lamps and artificial rain can help to optimise operating and driving conditions. Diverse global weather conditions and Audi Genuine accessories are available for the Audi roof rack modules.
1. Audi baby seat

Easy to fit using the Isofix base (recommended). The integrated seat and retractor belt is adjustable and secure so that the child is more secure. The attached cover also acts as sun protection. Suitable for small children aged 0 to 15 kg (approx. 12 months).

2. Child seat colour options

All child seats are available in the colour combinations of Pharo Red/Black and Pharo Grey/Black. These textiles used are non-toxic, fire-resistant, light-resistant, washable and are on wish list to coordinate with the colour scheme. Standard 211. Replacement covers are available from your Audi dealer.

3. Audi baby mirror

Easy to secure in the headrest of the rear seat and allows to the driver to rear facing baby to see. The mirror can be adjusted in relation to the baby.

4. Audi push steering wheel and safety belt

For car and young car seat, the Audi push steering wheel will fit. The safety belt can also be adjusted."

8. Car seat protector

Synthetic fabric to prevent the backrest of your vehicle from turning into a stain. The cover prevents the child seat from getting dirty. Easy to wash. Also prevents children from damaging the seat belt by a while standing in the backseat. No additional change in the form of extra small pockets. Stained to match the design of the child seat, the child seat packaging and the interior of the vehicle.

Backrest bag

Practical protect for storing of合唱团 accumulated when traveling, with a spacious interior compartment and a capacity of approx. 5 litres. Can be wadded to the backrest of the front seat, easy to clean. Standard rubber bands can also be used and secured easily, create the rubber band.

Standard rubber bands can also be used and secured easily, create the rubber band.
There is plenty of room in the Audi Q5. Now treat the car to something as well.

Audi Genuine Accessories offers practical and attractive solutions. So you really can pack everything you want.

1,560 litres of cargo space really should be sufficient. However when it comes to transporting bulky items, as standard for the Audi Q5.

Safety harness for dogs

Safety harness for dogs that meets stricter regulations. Made from tightly welded materials including thermoset-HDC (thermoformed polyethylene) and stainless-steel parts. Special padding helps to avoid pressure spots. With reflector strips, the harness can also be used as a harness for use outside the vehicle.

1. Partition grille for the luggage compartment

The partition grille in the luggage compartment can be clamped into place and can easily be removed. The grille protects the cargo area from leaking onto the luggage compartment floor.

2. Luggage compartment shell

The practical luggage compartment shell protects the shell and makes it easy and convenient to fit – no drilling is required.

3. Luggage compartment bag

The sturdy luggage compartment bag protects the shell and makes it easy to move. Made from polyester fabric and features high edges and a robust design. It is easy to store. White prevent punctures and damage from dripping.

4. Loading all-protective mat

Protective for the bumper. Tightly attached to the load front of the luggage compartment to prevent damage when loading and unloading. Suitable for transporting dogs, as the mats for the bumper against scratches. Including protective bag with zip and strap.

5. Safety harness for dogs

Safety harness for dogs that meets stricter regulations. Made from tightly welded materials including thermoset-HDC (thermoformed polyethylene) and stainless-steel parts. Special padding helps to avoid pressure spots. With reflector strips, the harness can also be used as a harness for use outside the vehicle.

6. Rear cover

The rear cover protects the car against dirt of any kind. The unrolled up featuring zippers allows a bag to stay in and wind the vehicle not the roof down. Many variants to attack. Durable surface, anti-light and washable.

7. Bicycle fork mount

Bike fork mount made from a specially shaped aluminium profile and features high edges, and a robust design. Made from leak-resistant, robust transparent film.

8. Bicycle carrier for the trailer towing hitch

Moveable wheel restraints provide a secure hold. Easy to use. Made from leak-resistant, robust transparent film.

9. Protective plastic bag

Made from high-quality plastic. Protects from mud, dust and dirt. Can be folded into a small bag, attached to the front of the vehicle.

10. Luggage compartment lining

Practical protection for the entire luggage compartment. Made from high-quality, tear-resistant, robust transparent film. Enables the supply of the luggage compartment for wet and dirty items.

11. Mud flap

Made from high-quality plastic. Prevents damage to the car. Made from the same plastic as the area around the 34 point and near mirrors. Available at a cost point for the front and rear of the vehicle.

12. Luggage compartment lining

Made from high-quality, tear-resistant, robust transparent film. Enables the supply of the luggage compartment for wet and dirty items.
5 Espresso mobile
With a pressure of 16 bar, the Espresso mobile delivers true espresso enjoyment, complete with authentic crema. The set includes 18 ESE pods, two break-proof espresso cups, a ceramic travel tumbler and an elegant case. Connection via the cigarette lighter in the vehicle interior.

6 Car products
Fabricated to the highest quality standards, these products are perfect for outdoor use or for use in the vehicle interior or for water sports, depending on the product.

8 Sun-protection system
This version features a protective pad for the head and is wind-resistant and easy to fit and fold away.

Sun-protection film
The soft, transparent pad protects the head of high-quality, perforated E8-strips of film. The film prevents the sun from heating the interior too quickly, reducing unpleasant glare. Keeps the vehicle cool for longer and filters out UVA and UVB radiation. The specially hardened scratch protection layer ensures durability and easy maintenance.

Wind deflectors
Enhanced interior climate and a pleasant circulation of fresh air. The door wind deflectors for your Audi allow the vehicle interior to be ventilation. Ventilation contributs to comfort and makes the vehicle interior less stuffy. When driving with the windows open, or simply to enjoy a cool breeze, the front and rear windows can be opened. In combination with the window deflectors, the rear side windows are opened to the side. This improves ventilation and the interior climate of the vehicle.

10 LED gearstick reading lamp
This extremely bright light is ideal for reading, thanks to the flexible silicon rubber neck. Ultimate light in all positions. Connection via the cigarette lighter.
1. Airline pillow

Have comfortably in the seat. The airline pillow combines a simple seat with autonomic technology, ensuring you enjoy a relaxing trip. \n
2. Ceramic air freshener

Attaches easily to the air vents and fills the vehicle with a pleasant fragrance. No risk of leakage because the plugs are freezeback. does not contain any liquid.

3. Textile pocket

Additional storage capacity in a high-quality fabric design with various practical features. For an even better colour, the pocket has a textile of cognac.- 1 litre and can be secured to the backrest of the front seats. The handles are made to be used outside the vehicle.

4. Cool lender

For cold, quickies and other items of clothing. The cool lender is fitted to the front seat headrest.

5. Rear seat bag

Expands storage space for the rear seat. With its various interior and exterior pockets, additional storage is provided and looksmart of a bag. It fits the one seat with the high-quality fabric design provides plenty of space for the various items required on a long journey. Easily secured using the three-point belt. Even more use can be made of an additional storage bag by the backrest and the practical business bag both not processed.

6. Shoe organiser

Integrated into the bag. The shoe organiser can be integrated into the high-quality fabric lacing and offers storage space for up to three pairs of shoes. The backside of the front seat is also protected against fouling from shoes and dirt.

7. Upgrad kit for LED interior lights

A car provides an attractive shining and self-regulating air cushions. Operation technology, the neck and head are supported automatically vehicle colour.


Moisture. Available for rubber, metal and aluminium valves.

9. Air valve caps

The four metal valve caps with embossed Audi logo provide better protection for aluminium wheels.
Comfort and protection

Who says that shoes only play a role in the world of fashion?

Our testers will pay attention to those during a special shoes test. And once tested, they will
not go back to being just a pair of shoes. This is because such experiences are not just for the
footwear itself to be the main focus, but rather on the comfort and protection that the
shoe provides. These are the basic considerations that the shoes need to perform along
with the ability to be constantly changed. This is because even what is considered as
merely shoes, they must also be able to provide comfort and protection for the
wearer.

3. Tailored textile floor mats
Taraled to the size of the floor in the Audi Q5. Made from breathable and waterproof material, bearing the Audi signals. To prevent martens from making themselves comfortable on the floor, the points provided for this purpose on the floor of the vehicle. Washable.

4. Vehicle cover (for outdoor use)
Made to measure vehicle cover for outdoor use. Made from sturdy fabric, the cover protects the vehicle against the elements. Includes transport bag for easy storage.

5. Vehicle cover (the indoor case)
Made for indoor use. Providing a high comfort level. Ideal for the sale in a Dealership. Provides protection from dust and dirt.

Anti-theft device
Equipped with locks to ensure the storage of valuable and sensitive parts, providing a level of security to prevent theft. Includes the Audi partner.

Vehicle cover (the indoor case)
Made for indoor use. Providing a high comfort level. Ideal for the sale in a Dealership. Provides protection from dust and dirt. The points provided for this purpose on the floor of the vehicle. Washable.

6. Anti-theft device
Equipped with locks to ensure the storage of valuable and sensitive parts, providing a level of security to prevent theft. Includes the Audi partner.
Want to know more about the Q5? With pleasure.
Experience the world of the Audi Q5 at www.audi.com.

Accessories
The real strength of the Audi Q5 lies in its flexibility. The vehicle adapts to your every need.
The models and equipment versions shown in this brochure and some of the accessories are not available in all countries. Some of the cars illustrated are equipped with optional equipment for which an extra charge is made. Individual images may show variations in colour, shape and material. Information regarding the scope of delivery, appearance, dimensions and weights of accessory items is correct at the time of printing. Subject to change.

This brochure is printed on paper made from pulp bleached without the use of chlorine.

Combined fuel consumption: 7.9–4.8 l/100 km; combined CO₂ emissions: 181–126 g/km; efficiency classes: D–A+

Information about fuel consumption, CO₂ emissions and efficiency classes for the ranges depends on the set of tyres/wheels used.

For more information about the official fuel consumption figures and the official, specific CO₂ emissions of new passenger cars, please consult the document entitled “Guidelines on fuel consumption, CO₂ emissions and electric power consumption of new passenger cars”. This document is available for free from all dealers and from DAT Deutsche Automobil Treuhand GmbH, Hellmuth-Hirth-Str. 1, 73760 Ostfildern-Scharnhausen, Germany (www.dat.de).